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FROM: Kimberly Shea, Administrator, Technical Projects 
 
DATE: April 3, 2015 
 
SUBJECT: NFPA 70 First Draft TC Ballot Circulation (A2016) 
 

 
The April 1, 2015 date for receipt of the NEC First Draft Ballots has passed. 
 
The preliminary First Draft ballot results are shown on the attached report. 
 
 12 Members Eligible to Vote  

0 Ballots Not Returned  
 

In accordance with the NFPA Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA Standards, 
attached are reasons for negative votes for review so you may change your ballot if you wish.  
Abstentions and affirmative comments are also included.  Ballots received from alternate members 
are not included unless the ballot from the principal member was not received.   
 
If you wish to change your vote, the change must be received at NFPA on or before Friday, 
April 10, 2015.  Members who have not returned a ballot may do so now.  Changes must be 
submitted through the NFPA Vote.net Ballot site. 
 
The return of ballots is required by the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA 
Standards. 
 
 



Panel 6 First Draft Ballot Circulation A16

Eligible to Vote: 12

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 12

Affirmative with Comment 0

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 12

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 12

Affirmative with Comment 0

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 12

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 12

Affirmative with Comment 0

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 12

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 12

Affirmative with Comment 0

Negative 0

Abstain 0

FR-1502, Section No. 310.15(A)(2), See FR-1502

Total Voted : 12

FR-1501, Section No. 310.10(H)(5), See FR-1501

Total Voted : 12

FR-1519, Global Input, See FR-1519

Total Voted : 12

NFPA 70 NEC Panel 06 First Draft Ballot Circulation A16
FR-1510, Global Input, See FR-1510

Total Voted : 12
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Panel 6 First Draft Ballot Circulation A16

Eligible to Vote: 12

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 6

Affirmative with Comment 3

William F. Laidler We are voting in favor of this first revision despite a disagreement with new language added to 310.15(B)(3)(a). The new 

language would not allow the option to use the exception to 310.15(A)(2) where there are more than three current carrying 

conductors in a raceway or cable. The exception allows the higher ampacity to be used for either 10% or 10’ whichever is less. 

This exception should apply for either temperature correction or adjustment for number of conductors over three in a raceway 

or cable. The driving change in FR 1503 is the language change in 310.15(B)(3)(c) – Rooftops. We have reversed our position on 

this issue because of new data. In previous cycles we felt strongly about our votes to retain the temperature adders based on 

the data provided at the time. In response to PI 3773. since the 2005 code cycle Panel 6 has invested many hours addressing 

the issue of sunlight exposure on rooftops and the impact that exposure has on the allowable ampacity of conductors. Most 

importantly- all the time invested providing recommendations, research and studies done by the electrical industry. At the end 

of the 2014 cycle the Panel requested that the Correlating Committee to a point a independent task group to address the 

concerns of Panel 6 ward. These concerns were the origination of the provided values in the ampacity tables and that all the 

variables of these types of installations were being considered. PI 3773 was submitted as the end result of the work done per 

request of Panel 6. Those involved with the work were cautious to insure that they used data from previous studies, provided 

an open invitation to contribute and the study was done by using impartial volunteers outside of the industry to record data 

and creating computer modeling. These factors alone strengthen the validity of the testing. The task group came back and said 

for the most part up no one was wrong. The end result of the testing demonstrated that providing an additional temperature 

adder on top of the ambient was not necessary due to the thermal dynamic effects of heat dissipation when conduits are 

exposed to sunlight. As the conduit began to heat up on the outside it actually acted as an insulator so the temperature of the 

conductors were not affected as much as previously thought. The only installation that showed that there was a problem was 

when the raceway was placed directly on the roof. This group was also able to trace back the origination of the existing 

ampacity values. These values are based on testing that was done with code grade rubber. The types of materials used in 

today’s insulation are far superior to code grade rubber. The work done by this task group is groundbreaking and it’s important 

that Panel 6 moves forward with their recommendations.

Gerald W. Kent While there is much evidence direct sunlight does add to the ambient temperature inside the conduit in direct sunlight, studies 

have also shown the apparent overages in temperature correction factors of Table 310.15(B)(2)(a) makes an increase in the 

correction factor unnecessary. A study by the task group to determine proper correction factors should be done to update 

Table 310.15(B)(2)(a) at which time the deletion of Table 310.15(B)(3)(c) would need to be revisited.

Robert L. Huddleston, Jr. The task group that was appointed by NFPA to explore rooftop ampacity adjustments did an admirable job of putting the issue 

to rest. The arbitrary 7/8" height above the roof that this FR requires raceways and cables should be decreased to 3/4", which 

would not disallow many commonly used spacers, such as a 1" planed wooden board. Also, the exception in this FR uses the 

terminology "ampacity adjustment", which should be changed to "correction factor".

FR-1503, Section No. 310.15(B)(3), See FR-1503
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Panel 6 First Draft Ballot Circulation A16

Negative 2

Mario Xerri The work performed by the University of Wisconsin for the benefit of the task group was based solely on modeling. While we 

support modeling, and the work done by the University, there was no testing performed to validate any of the assumptions and 

conclusions presented. For the limited cases modeled, which did not include any cable wiring systems, the model seemed to 

verify some of the conclusions made by the task group. However, the assumptions and results of this model were never 

validated by any laboratory testing with actual rooftops and wiring systems exposed to sunlight as was done with previous Fact-

Finding Investigations. We would like to see more laboratory testing before the comment stage to verify the results of the 

model and the conclusions made by the task group before a final decision is made on the appropriateness of deleting these 

temperature adders.

Joseph S. Zimnoch The information provided to the Panel was incomplete and unscientific. Materials were unavailable to many Panel members 

until the Public Input meeting and not available for advance review by members. - The submitted Task Group work did not 

review and incorporate data from past work into its model resulting in assumptions in the model that are inaccurate. The 

design of the experimentation had many flaws that rendered the scientific applicability questionable, at best. Among examples, 

the Task Group and the model did not take into account white roofs that reflect sunlight onto conduit when raised up off the 

roof. The model also did not take into account more than three current carrying conductors in a conduit. Thermal modeling is 

an accepted industry practice when the assumptions are confirmed via testing. Unfortunately the model assumptions were not 

confirmed with actual testing. Past testing that was accepted by the panel, show the assumed variables in the model to be 

incorrect. - The UNLV test report is flawed in many ways. The following is a summary of the report and does not include all 

inconsistencies in the report. Submitted testing from UNLV only energized one of the ten installations where only 2 of 4 size 12 

AWG copper conductors were energized in ½ inch RMC. The 2 conductors were energized at 14.8 amps on a 20 amp rated cable 

from the 60C ampacity column of Table 310.15(B)(16). This ampacity is based on 3 current carrying conductors and then was 

derated based on 4 conductors in the conduit even though only 2 conductors were energized. The week the collected data was 

analyzed was selected at random rather than worst case. The measured 30F temperature rise re-enforcing the current values 

when 8 inches off the roof corresponds per Table 31.15(B)(3)(c). It was also noted that the temperature rise was notable higher 

on the jacketed MC Cable than the RMC. Resulting temperature of the two energized conductors was 67.5C which would 

exceed the maximum temperature rating of a 60C rated conductor. The conclusion of “unlikely that wiring methods sized 

appropriately for the load and located on rooftops anywhere in the United States will ever exceed their rated insulation 

temperature” contradicts the only energized circuit data found in the report.

Abstain 1

Paul R. Picard The Aluminum Association supports the changes to the AC and MC ampacity adjustment factors; however, we could not reach 

consensus on the changes to 310.15(B)(3)(c). Therefore, we will abstain on this FR.

Total Voted : 12
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Eligible to Vote: 12

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 10

Affirmative with Comment 0

Negative 2

Gerald W. Kent No technical substantiation was provide to allow for this change. In a 120/240v systems, heat is generated in effectively two 

conductors under full load. In a fully loaded 120/208v system, heat would be generated in all three conductors. Time honored 

tradition has shown the deductions work for 120/240v systems I believe due to the 'zero' effect of the neutral load that would 

not be present in 120/208v system.

Robert L. Huddleston, Jr. 1. Section 220.61(C)(1), which (4) references in the FR, states: Prohibited Reductions. There shall be no reduction of the neutral 

or grounded conductor capacity applied to the amount in 220.61(C)(1) or portion of the amount in (C)(2) from that determined 

by the basic calculation: (1) any portion of the 3-wire circuit consisting of 2 ungrounded conductors and the neutral conductor 

of a 4-wire, wye-connected 3-phase system. 2. Section 310.15(B)(5)(b) states: In a 3-wire circuit consisting of two phase 

conductors and the neutral conductor of a 4-wire, 3-phase wye-connected system, a common conductor carries approximately 

the same current as the line-to-neutral load currents of the other conductors and shall be counted when applying the 

provisions of 310.15(B)(3)(a). 3. In addition, the ampacity adjustment for the grounded conductor allowed in single-phase 

120/240 volt systems is based on the fact that when the two phase conductor currents are balanced, there is no current at all in 

the grounded conductor. If the two phase conductor currents are not identical, the grounded conductor only carries the 

imbalance, which is generally a very low amount of current. Because of this, the neutral is not really considered a current-

carrying conductor and it does not produce heat in the raceway or cabling encasing the feeder. However, if the grounded 

conductor conducts significant current, as it would in a 3-wire 208/120 volt system, heat would be generated in this conductor. 

This should eliminate the reduction in sizing that FR 1504 allows.

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 12

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 12

Affirmative with Comment 0

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Total Voted : 12

FR-1505, Section No. 310.15(C), See FR-1505

Total Voted : 12

FR-1504, Section No. 310.15(B)(7), See FR-1504
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Eligible to Vote: 12

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 12

Affirmative with Comment 0

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 12

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 12

Affirmative with Comment 0

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 12

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 12

Affirmative with Comment 0

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 12

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 12

Affirmative with Comment 0

Negative 0

Abstain 0

FR-1517, Section No. 310.104, See FR-1517

Total Voted : 12

FR-1520, Section No. 310.60(C), See FR-1520

Total Voted : 12

FR-1507, Section No. 310.60(B)(2), See FR-1507

Total Voted : 12

FR-1506, Section No. 310.60(B) [Excluding any Sub-Sections], See FR-1506

Total Voted : 12
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Eligible to Vote: 12

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 12

Affirmative with Comment 0

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 12

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 12

Affirmative with Comment 0

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 12

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 12

Affirmative with Comment 0

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 12

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 11

Affirmative with Comment 0

Negative 1

Robert L. Huddleston, Jr. 1. It appears that PI797, which the Panel, in their statement, indicates agreement with, did not get incorporated into the FR. 

Section 10 and 12 were not revised to indicate "Uses Permitted" and "Uses Not Permitted". 2. Adding the words "power supply 

cords" does not add clarity, and these words basically disagree with the Article heading of "Flexible Cord and Cables". Adding 

anything to these words in Section 400.8 does not add clarity to an already easily understood section.

Abstain 0

Total Voted : 12

Total Voted : 12

FR-1514, Section No. 400.8, See FR-1514

FR-1509, Section No. 400.4, See FR-1509

Total Voted : 12

FR-1518, Section No. 400.5(A), See FR-1518

FR-1511, Section No. 400.1, See FR-1511

Total Voted : 12
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Eligible to Vote: 12

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 10

Affirmative with Comment 1

Paul R. Picard The Aluminum Association supports the use of aluminum for wire and cable. However, the product standards restrict flexible 

cords and cables to copper; therefore we will not vote against this change.

Negative 1

Robert L. Huddleston, Jr. This word "copper" is not needed, as NEC Section 110.5 already says that unless otherwise stated in the Code, conductors are 

copper. Adding additional un-needed words to the Code does not addd clarity or usability.

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 12

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 12

Affirmative with Comment 0

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 12

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 12

Affirmative with Comment 0

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 12

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 11

Affirmative with Comment 0

Negative 1

Gerald W. Kent Reinstatement of Table 310.15(B)(7) leaves a shortcut that is easily misapplied. While in many cases these conductors may be 

correct, the shortcut was typically used in the past and correction factors were not considered. There is not reason to believe 

this would not be done again if the table is reinstated even in the examples.

Abstain 0

For Simple majority and also two-third majority election; the simple affirmative votes needed are 7 and the two-third affirmative votes needed are 8

FR-1513, Definition: Example D7 Sizing of Service Conductors for Dwe..., See FR-1513

Total Voted : 12

FR-1512, Section No. B.310.15(B)(7), See FR-1512

Total Voted : 12

FR-1515, Section No. 402.3, See FR-1515

Total Voted : 12

FR-1508, Section No. 400.21(A), See FR-1508

Total Voted : 12
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